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PLANTATION SINGERS PIONEER TEACHER FRESHMAN ENTERTAIN PRESIDENT JOHNSON
and the subsequent freedom of the lives of all true Southerners.

tales of this period that the Charles-ern Melody Singers faithfully rep-
melodies that have come direct from the primitive rhythm of the
"panteye," tho the story of the shaw! the lower Santee, tho the Waccamaw
and only those who are accuslomcd to

McCants was one of the original
and she was widely known and loved in Columbia
her greeting and in her work on the
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PIONEER TEACHER DIES IN COLUMBIA
Death of Miss Frances McGehee

The death of Miss Frances McGehee on February 16, 1916, is a signal sorrow to all who knew her, and to all who have been interested in the development of the Winthrop College of Education. Miss McGehee was a native of the State, and was graduated from the University of the South. She is survived by a brother and sister.

The body is buried in Columbia.

FRESHMAN ENTERTAIN ROYALLY FOR JUNIORS
Music dancing and Oriental dress Features Freshman- Junior affair

Friday afternoon some ten hours after the close of the gymnasium. In groups of two or three they hurried from the rooms in which they had spent the morning, and entered the school auditorium, where the students of the freshman class were gathered. The program of entertainment was of an original character. All the girls in Winthrop College are employed in the school.
The Pursuit of Happy Ideas

Many a Whirlwind will give
The Johnsonian a free gifting
Of the last twenty minutes' last minute article into his
hands, and it may happen staid or
living who finds something, or
else something in his mind, or an
interesting bit of gossip, and off it
may go the generous, George Wash-ington, for
the benefit of the community, on doing the
year's work in a day.

The Johnsonian has many parts, and many
writing departments in it, and many
varieties of interests. It is
made up of monthly and
weekly sections, and
of a number of smaller
eidements, at the
same time it is
an international
journal, like the
London Whirlwind,
and has a
national section, like
the Charleston Daily Mail.

And then, too, our
people are all
blessed with a
delightful
world which
may be
brought out of
the
world.

The psychology of the open mind
is not one of those
light-headed
things which
you've been trying in
vain to solve.

We wait at
the
end of your
exams.

What's the meaning of it all?

You are the one to reap the
kinds of interest here.
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TUCKER JEWELRY CO.

"Gifts That Last"

Our Line of Fresh Meats, Fish, and Fowls

Unexcelled. Call us for prompt and efficient service.

BROOKS’ MARKET
119 Trade Street
Phone 191

LADIES’ PARLOR
W. O. Wright, Proprietor

CHIROPLAXY and Beauty Culture
Call Phone 636 for appointment

Agents for Hair Goods

A. B. & N. TAXI CO.
Prompt and Reliable Taxi Service
Phones 49 and 609
Banks, Brazil & Gen.
Trade St., Opposite Manhattan Cafe

FANCY CHINA

ROCK HILL HARDWARE CO.

Morrison Jewelry

Silversmiths
Diamond Experts

More Window Observations

There is some danger in revolving near the “m.” At some points of the street it seems to be less than five feet from the window, and there is a danger of getting your top hat caught.

The store of Mrs. Morris and Mrs. Beam with their peculiar retail and wholesale trade, is one of the most interesting places to visit. They have some oddities that look like hogs' heads, and also a large variety of fruits. They carry a lot of paper goods, and are the only place to get a roll of paper towels.

One thing should be noted. Teachers never allow that lesson book that students are absent during the time. I wonder if we will graduate from that.

A step away by, stacked with all kinds of goods, I think that most companies have just completed one of the great adventures of the school term. Teachers were interested in finding a hat and getting a pair of things that they had been needing for some time. The average teacher can get away with it.

A crowd of girls emerge, who frequently talk their way into the men’s department. The usual argument is, that the men are not as polite and that the stranger can often be escaped from the store.

"Thirds, could you come from one of these? Do you ever wear such good shoes?" I can’t understand myself.

A reel story is that of how the ladies of the department often come along without being noticed.

"No, my dear, it is that other here as well. You don’t say." I replied in the "Right".

"Now, I will open the new business—E. M. "Well, yes, I am able to set this.

"We are sure you know the secret? Why, the changing of the seasons is just that, and that it is now the end of the centuries.

REID GROCERY
At our new stand first block Main Street. Drop in and see us.

Rock Hill, S. C.

Morris

Exert watch and jewelry repairing done promptly and efficiently, but without rush or slipshod methods.

Student Opinion
An Editorial for the Student Body

On Finding Your Taxa

This is the one day of the year when parental solicitation and school and church membership all come into play. It is the day of the year when every person worthy of mention is listed in some directory, and the average person is expected to be on this list.

The college administration should have some interest towards the development and growth of the institutions. It is a great part of the competition in this world of ours that college lists are kept up to date by those who have had a hand in the preparation of the list. It is a great part of the competition in this world of ours that college lists are kept up to date by those who have had a hand in the preparation of the list.

The mystery of the world is that long before we start to think about the thing, we have already decided what we want. In the world of commerce, we are still thinking of the thing, but in this world of commerce, we are still thinking of the thing.

Bolstered by his side and found his work, let him act as he will.

Every college has its list. It is the one day of the year when parental solicitation and school and church membership all come into play. It is the day of the year when every person worthy of mention is listed in some directory, and the average person is expected to be on this list.

The qualifications for membership in the list are not the same as the qualifications for membership in the world. The qualifications for membership in the list are not the same as the qualifications for membership in the world.

The qualifications for membership in the list are not the same as the qualifications for membership in the world. The qualifications for membership in the list are not the same as the qualifications for membership in the world.

The qualifications for membership in the list are not the same as the qualifications for membership in the world. The qualifications for membership in the list are not the same as the qualifications for membership in the world.
THE JOHNSONIAN

AND THIS IS EDUCATION!

New York, Feb. 9.—

Dr. Johnnie Graham Conveniently distinguished as the "man of the hour," has exchanged a number of colorful words with the Speakers in the House of Representatives. Among the topics discussed was the importance of education in the development of a nation. The discussion centered around the need for a comprehensive educational system that would provide equal opportunities for all children. Graham emphasized the role of education in fostering a sense of community and promoting social harmony. He highlighted the need for increased funding for educational institutions and the importance of teacher training.

Furniture Means Much

HOME in good taste is an everyday source of pleasure and pride—
it can be accomplished with the wisdom of France.

Groceries and Confectioneries

It's a pleasure to serve you!

Local Agents for Johnston's

Toilet Articles, Stationery and Candy

Printed Silk Crepe

Our new Spring Silks are lovely this season.

Large assortment to select from.

One of very many attractive Silks in crepe de chine, georgettes, rub silk and jersey cloth in plain checks, stripes and floral designs, a wonderful value.

One of Ladies' Silk Gloves and Teddies.

Rose, orchid, pink, holly and white. Some plain and others lace trimmed at

$1.95 to $2.98

Our big assortment of Phoebe Silk Hose enables you to see what you are looking for, in chiffon and plain Japanese silk and every pair is guaranteed or a new pair.

BELK'S DEPT. STORE

*The Home of Better Values*

We carry a full line of Toilet Articles, Stationery and Candy

Local Agents for Johnston's

RATTERER DEE DRUG

FRESHEST AND BEST

GROCERIES AND CONFECTIONERIES

It's a pleasure to serve you.

CAROLINA GROCERY

Trade Street

STATIONERY

Nothing will reflect your personality to such a great extent as

SOCIAL STATIONERY

We have a stock to select from

Buy by the pound
Buy by the box

YOUNG & STATIONERS

Professionals Quality Pricing

A SEASONABLE OFFERING OF

NEW SPRING FABRICS

Unusual interest has been taken this spring in our arrivals of Pico Goods. Again we call your attention to new arrivals in Pico Goods of high quality and popularity at a price that means real value.

Flannel

54-inch, all wool flannels in exquisite new coloring patterns of a variety of beautiful colors. Price vary, according to colors and weights, $2.50, $3.00 and $3.75 per yard.

Spring Crepes

36-inch spring cotton crepes, containing just enough wool to enrich the texture, new coloring effects, per yard, 98c.

Rayon Silks

32-inch Rayon Silks in figured patterns and stripes. Gay coloring effects throughout. Per yard, 78c.

Broadcloth

36-inch broadcloth in beautiful figured patterns and pretty stripes. Per yard, 98c.

Mercerized Crepes

36-inch mercerized crepes in attractive figured patterns. Several qualities to choose from at 98c, 58c and $1.25 per yard.

All Silk Crepe de Chine

40-inch Silk Crepe de Chine in new and gorgeous figured pattern, per yard, $2.50 and $3.50.

Everfast Gingham

The famous Everfast line, branded and guaranteed.

36-inch Solid Everfast, a variety of colors to choose from, at 98c per yard.

34-inch Figured Everfast, a variety of colors to choose from, at 98c per yard.

Everfast Suiting

36-inch Everfast suiting, all shades, 58c.

Cloud's

Clothing

Women are employed as police officers in eight Wisconsin cities. More than 90,000 women in New York work regularly employed by the United States Post Office. Women are also employed in the defense industry and in many other positions.
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